SIXTH UNDERGRADUATE POETRY COMPETITION

RESULTS ANNOUNCEMENT

The Department of English Studies of the University of Cyprus is pleased to announce the results of its Sixth Undergraduate Poetry Competition (2018). The Department of English Studies’ Poetry Competition is a contest addressed to all registered undergraduate students on the BA English Studies programs at the following institutions: the University of Cyprus, the University of Nicosia, the European University of Cyprus and the University of Central Lancashire (UCLan, Cyprus).

Following voting on submitted entries by the panel of judges (Dr. Stella Achilleos, Dr. Antonis Balasopoulos and Prof. Paul Stewart), the first prize of the Sixth Undergraduate Poetry Competition is jointly awarded to the following students:

- Marios Georgiou for his poem “The Iron Faces”
- Mary Orfanou for her poem “Hell of a Soul”
- George Rallis for his poem “From the world, to me, to them”

A runner-up prize is awarded to Mariela Kirkova for her poem “Desire”.

Winners will receive their awards at a ceremony that is going to be held on Sunday 4 November 2018 as part of the 3rd International Festival for Young Poets organized by Ideogramma. Further, winning poems will appear in an anthology that is going to be published by Ideogramma within the context of the Festival.